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K E N jY O N
A L U M N I BU L L E T I

Published by the Alumni Council in the interest of Kenyon College and its Alumni
GAMBIER, OHIO

NOVEMBER, 1945 - FEBRUARY, 1946

Alumni Secretary's Column

ALUMNI COUNCIL GIVES
GREEN LIGHT TO KENYON
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

PLANS UNDER WAY FOR 1946
COMMENCEMENT AND VICTORY
REUNION —JUNE 21st to 24th

By RUFUS REICHART

Those alumni in and out of the service
who during the war years dreamed of a
quick return to Kenyon when the war was
a thing of the past, will welcome news that
large plans are in progress to make the week
end of June 21st to 24th such a celebration
as the old College has not seen before. It
will rank in importance with the Centennial
in 1924 and it is probable that in numbers
it will far exceed the celebration of Kenyon's
first century.
Committees of alumni, faculty and stu
dents are working with the administration to
provide for the entertainment and comfort
of the many who will spend that week-end
on the Hill and no effort will be spared to
make the reunion all that the alumni have
looked forward to for four long years.
Announcements will go out soon with
the weekend program and alumni everywhere
are asked to put these important dates on
their calendars and let nothing interfere with
their return to Gambier next June.

Once more my sched
ule has been upset with
the result that this issue
of the Bulletin will be
very late in reaching the
alumni. I shall not go
into the reasons for this
but assure our readers
that as soon as possible
the Bulletin will be back
on its quarterly basis and
should reach the alumni
in February, May, Au
gust and November.
As I write the holidays
ROBERT B. BROWN
are approaching; final
examinations are in prog
ress; in a few days the students will be leav
ing the Hill to return on January 8th and in
the two-week interval those of us here at
the College will enjoy a rest—or at least a
break in the regular routine.
Homecoming in November was an enthu
siastic and pleasant resumption of peace
time alumni activities. Over one hundred
alumni found their way back to Gambier.
Meetings of the Executive Committee of the
Alumni Council and of the Council were
held; the latter was the first full meeting of
the Council since October, 1942. The smoker
in Peirce Hall Saturday evening was attended
by alumni, faculty and students who sang and
visited until midnight. It was a nice forerun
ner of the "big show" in June and many
peace-time reunions to come.
Two major projects occupy us these days—
the Kenyon Development Program and plans
for the one hundred eighteenth commence
ment and victory reunion which will be held
next June.
{Continued on page 9)

The Alumni Council held its regular autumn
meeting at the College on November 17 with
a good turnout of membership to consider
the outline of plans for the Kenyon Devel
opment Program.
Fred H. Palmer, Jr., '22, president of the
Council, held the gavel while Robert B.
Brown, '11, Secretary of the College and a
member of the Executive Committee of the
Development Program, explained the organi
zation plan through which the Trustees, the
alumni and the College will undertake to
raise $2,160,000 to meet the post-war needs
of the College.
After a spirited discussion and many help
ful suggestions, the Council went on record
as unanimously in favor of the undertaking.
The individual members agreed to carry back
a full report to their constituent alumni and
expressed the belief that every Kenyon man
would be ready, able and willing to do his
share in the work that had been outlined.
The approval of the Alumni Council for the
Kenyon Development Plan puts the alumni
squarely behind the Board of Trustees in rec
ognizing the urgent need that the College has
for the whole-hearted support of every friend
of Kenyon.
The last issue of The Alumni Bulletin car
ried an account of the special meeting of
the Board of Trustees, held in Cleveland on
July 10, at which time the Board voted unani
mously to proceed as rapidly as possible with
a campaign plan to raise approximately
$2,000,000 for the urgent post-war needs of
the College. This action was taken as a re
sult of studies made over the last five years
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on the fund raising possibilities for Kenyon.
It was the opinion of those present at the
meeting of the Board that the loyalty of
the alumni and their increasing participation,
through the Alumni Council, in the affairs of
the College would insure the full support of
the alumni body in this Kenyon Development
Program and campaign. Many other colleges
throughout the country are well advanced with
their post-war plans, having foreseen the need
that would arise for increased salaries for
their faculties, for new buildings and for plant
improvements that could not be made during
the war.
(Continued on page 5)
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GREETINGS FROM

BEXLEY NEWS
Bexley

Hall

began

RUDY KUTLER

its 122nd year, once

more on Gambier soil, Monday, October 8,
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Alumni President's Column
It was a pleasure to wel
come so many alumni back
to the Hill at Homecoming
time and it seemed like old
times. Kenyon never look
ed better. At the smoker
in Peirce Hall I saw old
and young Kenyon men
whom I had not seen for
many years—some of them
FRED H. PALMER just out of uniform and
some still in. The facultywas there in force, some of
them had also just returned from overseas or
from war stations in this country. There was
much good visiting, good singing, good beer
and pretzels, in all of which the undergrad
uates joined.
Now our sights are set for the big victory
reunion in June. Committees are being ap
pointed and will meet soon to make and put
into operation all the many arrangements for
entertainment, housing, etc., which will be
necessary. I can promise you the time of
your life at Kenyon June 21st to 24th. So
put those dates on your calendar right now
and don't let anything interfere with your
being here. I hope that all of you service
men will be back by that time—much of
the celebration will be planned in your honor.

Dr.

He took his un

dergraduate work at St. Louis School of Fine
Arts, Colorado State Teachers College, and
St. John's College, Greeley, Colorado, receiv
ing his A.B. from St. John's in 1926.

His

seminary degree is from the Episcopal Theo
logical Seminary, Cambridge, Mass., where he
was also instructor in Greek 1937-1940. Dr.
Seitz took his graduate theological work at
Harvard, receiving the S.T.M. in 1935 and
his doctorate in 1945. He has had experi
ence as a parish minister, having had parishes
in Michigan and Massachusetts. Dr. Seitz
is a member of The Society of Biblical Lit
erature and Exegesis, Episcopal Evangelical
Fellowship, the C.L.I.D. Professor and Mrs.
Seitz have taken up residence in the house
immediately north of the Camps'.
During the period of Bexley's association
with the Virginia Seminary, Professor William
C. Seitz has been engaged in cataloging the
Colburn Library. This work has been made
possible through the generosity of Dr. Carl
R. Ganter, '99, and others. With the excep
tion of a few minor sections the working li
brary of the seminary was practically completed
when Dr. Seitz suffered an accident in the
library in August, which has confined him to
his home. His many Kenyon friends will be
happy to know that he is now up and around,
having taken part in the seminary matricula
tion service on November 1st. As might be
expected Dr. Seitz did not allow his accident
to prevent him from holding classes as usual.
The first
matriculation service at Bexley
Hall since 1942 was held on All Saints Day,
Kenyon Founders' Day, November 1st. The
seminary still follows the historic Kenyon
tradition of matriculating students at this time.
The 1946 matriculates were: David Talbot,
Albert Hal Stoddard, Robert O'Hara, Frank
lin Klohn, Rudolph Bangert.

It is indeed a pleasure to take time out
from the many problems of the wounded GI
and mentally return to the Hill.
I visualize myself walking around the
campus with head down trying to concoct a
new play or improving on the old ones in
stead of observing the scenes that cannot
be duplicated anywhere else.
I cannot think about Kenyon without think
ing of individuals. The individuals who
meant so much to me and to the College.
The frequent references I see to men re
turning to the various colleges and uni
versities leads me to wonder if these men
too will soon be back to take up where they
left off.
My work here at Mayo General Hospital
has been the reconditioning of men's bodies
and minds to return to civilian life. As I
write this, there is a group of bewildered
men receiving advice from a group of counsel
lors who are aiding the men in formulating
plans for their future.
Fortunate are the men who left Kenyon
and can now return to continue their work.
To them the change will be pleasant with
the least amount of disillusionment in their
transformation from soldier to civilian. So
unlike the paratrooper who came in to get
advice on his future, who was an expert with
the pistol, the M-l, and the tommygun, but
who could do or cared for nothing else. Yes,
to be able to return to the quiet and peaceful
life Of Kenyon where thoughts, ideas, and
plans may again assume their proper pitch
and blend will be a fine shock absorber for
some painful bumps and bruises.
I will certainly be relieved when I hear
that men like Don, Greoff, Bob, Bill, and
Jack are back again doing their fighting
for
the fun of it on Benson Field. As for "Creampuff Herrick, I can still lick him at squash.
So-long gang, see you soon.
Rudy Kutlcr

ALUMNI

1945 HOMECOMING RESUMES
PEACETIME REUNIONS
For the first time since the fall of 1942
when colleges and universities were requested
to dispense with alumni gatherings, the alumni
of Kenyon returned to the Hill on November
17th for the annual homecoming reunion.
About one hundred alumni found it pos
sible to come and while they constituted a
smaller crowd than those of pre-war years,
the Kenyon enthusiasm was just as evident
as ever and those who attended the meetings
of the Executive Committee and the Alumni
Council, the football game Saturday afternoon,
fraternity meetings in- the early evening, the
general smoker in Peirce Hall later, and
took part in various smaller gatherings, re
ported a good time and themselves well
pleased with conditions as they found them
after the war years.
There was no attempt to make this first
post-war reunion anything but a forerunner
of the victory celebration which is being
planned for June, 1946 but the college was
delighted to welcome back those service and
civilian alumni who could get to Gambier
and particularly those still in uniform.
Among

those

who

registered

were:

Leo

Wertheimer, '99; John Q. Martin, '28; John
N. Wilkin, '21; E. T. Perrin, '22; A. P.
Michels, '40; Paul Sutherland, '25; A. Hal
Stoddard, '45; George Dulabon, Jr., '45;
Carl R. Ganter, '99; C. C. Underwood, '07;
Walter T. Collins, '03; Malcolm B. Adams,
'22; Charles C. Wright, '96; Henry Stanherry, '96; Harold Wilder, Jr., '41; Guy W.
Prosser, '16; H. B. Swearingen, '88; John R.
Penn; William E. Cless, Jr., '25; Alan G.
Goldsmith, '11; Louis M. Brereton, '34; E.
R. Seese, '17; Fred H. Palmer, Jr., '22; Rob
ert B. Brown, '11; Donald C. Mell, '21; Don
R. Smith, '16; Bob Wissinger, '40; John N.
Tehan, '41; Robert U. Hastings, Jr., '44;
James H. Grove, '43; Philip Doughten, '43;
Donald R. Ross, '44; W. C. Seiler, Jr., '44;
Foster Harris, '22; Paul E. Thompson, '37;
Charles McKinley, Jr., '40.
Fred H. Palmer, III, '42-5; Frederick L.
Gratiot, Jr., '45; James L. Berkey, '20; Wil
liam A. Vogely, '45; Guy Buttolph, '92;
Herbert W. Fish, '04; C. J. Lester, '31;
Phil Porter, 12; Henderson Estes, '16; Hale
Sturges, '24; Kenneth M. Harper, '21; Henry
L. Grund, '08; David W. Beggs, '08; Brent
A. Tozzer, Jr., '39; Roy Olds, '39; D. W.
Bowman, '14; Richard Penn, '43; Earl V.
Seitz, '24; Wilford Seitz, '20; Robert Cless,
'40; C. L. Henderson, '29; Albert G. John
son, Jr., '25; E. H. Stansfield, '26; John
W. Anger, '21; Geo. P. Creelman, '99;
Edgar G. Martin, '96; G. W. Martin, '32;
Spence Danes, '21; Robert U. Hastings, '19;
Robert U. Hastings, Jr., '44; Morton R.
Cook, '38.
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ALUMNI COUNCIL HOLDS FIRST
REGULAR AUTUMN MEETING
SINCE 1942
At the meeting of the Alumni Council in
the president's room, Ascension Hall, on
Saturday afternoon, November 17th, the sExecutive Committee which had functioned in
place of the Council by action taken October
17, 1942, formally turned back the affairs
of the Alumni to the Council, which will
henceforth meet regularly in October and June.
Those present were: President, Fred H.
Palmer, Jr., '22; Vice-president, Donald C.
Mell, '21; Immediate Past President, Alan
G. Goldsmith, '11; Secretary-Treasurer, Rob
ert B. Brown, '11; and the following: Messrs.
Olds, '39; Prosser, '16; Wertheimer, '99;
Tozzer, '39; Swearingen, '88; Smith, '16; McGowan, '28; Coolidge, '12; Martin, '28;
Weaver, '12; Seese, '17; Sturges, '24; Suther
land, '25; Collins, '03; Adams, '22; Uhler,
'26; Michels, '40; Wissinger, '40; and Bow
man, '14; President Chalmers, Harry Whiting
Brown, Fund Raising Consultant; Mortimer
A. Stetson, Campaign Director; and Rufus
Reichart, Directory of Publicity.
Reports were read by the President and
the Secretary-Treasurer. The Treasurer's re
port showed a balance of $616.08 on hand to
the credit of the Council.
The Alumni Loan Committee reported a
cash balance of $1,506.40 and it was voted
to repay to the College approximately $500.00
of this amount, reducing the Committee debt
to the College to approximately $1,246.44.
President Chalmers reported on the state
of the College, giving a comprehensive view
of the institution as it enters the post-war
period and referred to the importance of
the Kenyon Development Program which
was discussed later in the meeting.
The Secretary reported that the War Me
morial Book which he was authorized to
have prepared was completed and had been
received. The memorial comprises two hand
some leathec-bound illuminated volumes. The
first section is devoted to those thirty-six
Kenyon men who lost their lives during
the war, with a page for each containing a
brief college, civilian and military record.
The remainder includes a page for each of
the thousand Kenyon men who served, with
the same provision for personal history—all
of which will be secured by questionnaire and
filled in as rapidly as possible. Both sections
are preceded by beautifully illuminated intro
ductions by Canon Watson.
There was considerable discussion concern
ing the duties of alumni trustees as represen
tatives of the alumni on the Board and steps
were taken to provide better liaison between
the alumni and the Board, by (1) inviting
the six alumni trustees to all meetings of the

(Continued on page 10)
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THE BROOKE MEMORIAL WINDOWS

Joseph B. Andrews, KMA, president of
the Newport Rolling Mills Co., and of the
Andrews Steel Company, both of Newport,
Kentucky, died on November 11th at his home
in Newport after an illness of several years.
Harry Whiting Brown, II, '37, Beta Theta
Pi, son of the Alumni Secretary, died sud
denly in Pittsburgh on October 26th. He is
survived by his wife, Dorothy Lueders
Brown, a daughter Susan and a son, Harry
Whiting, III, in addition to his parents and
two sisters.
Renssaeler

H. Long, '97, of

Centerburg,
(Note: During the past few years many
alumni and other visitors to the College have
inquired concerning the history of the beauti
ful windows which adorn the west transept of
the College Chapel. Mrs. T. Catesby Jones, of
New York, who, with Mr. Jones, presented the
windows, has furnished the Bulletin with ma
terial for the following article.)

Ohio.
Willis Townsend, '79, Delta Kappa Epsilon, at Columbus, Ohio.
Alfred D. Kilgore, '23, of Akron, Ohio;
for many years resident of Akron, assistant
manager of the General Motors Acceptance
Corporation.
Guy Hamilton Buttolph, '92, died in the
Mount Vernon Hospital, Mount Vernon,
Ohio, on December 15 following a brief ill
ness.
He was born in Gambier, June 18, 1869
and graduated from the Kenyon Military
Academy in 1888. He entered Kenyon Col
lege, receiving both the AB and MA in 1892.
He was a member of Phi Beta Kappa. After
his graduation he was an instructor for two
years at Kenyon.
Mr. Buttolph was employed in South
America as an engineer until 1909 when he
went to Honolulu. He became a partner in
the firm of Williamson and Buttolph, brok
ers, and remained there until 1931. Upon his
retirement he returned to make his home
in Gambier. In recent years he had served
on the village council, to which he was re
elected shortly before his death.
He was a vestryman and treasurer of the
Church of the Holy Spirit and a member of
the Masonic Order in Mount Vernon and
was a former Potentate of his Shrine in
Hawaii.

COLLEGE REGISTRARS
ELECT McGOWAN
At a meeting held in Toledo on October
13th the Association of Ohio College Regis
trars elected Stuart R. McGowan, '28, Regis
trar and Dean of Students, president.
Mr. McGowan has taken a leading part in
the affairs of the Association for many years
and has contributed much to the effectiveness
of the organization.

*>*» i*
i:

The Brooke Memorial Windows in the
Church of the Holy Spirit were given by Mr.
and Mrs. T. Catesby Jones, of New York, in
memory of Mrs. Jones' grandfather, father, and
brother, three generations of Kenyon men.
As you face the windows, the left-hand lan
cet is in memory of the Rev. John Thomson
Brooke, S.T.D., born in Taneytown, Maryland,
February 4, 1800, died in Springfield, Ohio,
August 19, 1861. He came out to Cincinnati
in the early thirties to be rector of Christ
Church. During his rectorship, he was called
to Gambier at two different times, in 1847-9
and 1851-3, to be professor of rhetoric, logic
and moral philosophy at Kenyon. The part of
the windows in memory of Dr. Brooke shows
in six medallions the unbroken forest, the
raftsman on the Ohio River, the felling of the
trees, the log cabin in the forest, the sowing
of the seed in the cleared field and the church
of colonial architecture.

• «•
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The right-hand lancet is in memory of Dr. Brooke's son, Francis Key Brooke, born November
2, 18")2 in Gambier. I his son, like his two older brothers, was a student at Kenyon and was
graduated in 1874. He entered the ministry in Ohio, served in Ohio, Missouri and Kansas and
in 1892 was elected the first Missionary Bishop of Oklahoma and the Indian Territory. He died
October 22, 1918, and is buried in the Rosse Hall graveyard. The medallions of the windows
in memory of Bishop Francis Key Brooke portrays the Indian praying to the Great Spirit, the
covered wagon of the pioneers, the cowboys of the plains, the tent city of the early settlers, the
oil wells of a later time and the altar where the pioneer bishop served his Lord and the people
of his state.
Th rose window above is in memory of Bishop Brooke's only son, John Thomsom Brooke, II,
who was boin in Sandusky, Ohio, April 22, 1885, graduated from Kenyon Military Academy in
1903 and from Kenyon College in 1907. He was a member of the Kenyon chapter of Alpha
Delta Phi. In August 1907 he went to the West Coast to teach English at St. Matthew s School,
Bui hngame, California. On the day of his arrival he lost his life by drowning, "in a brave but
vain attempt to save the life of Clarence Dell, a cadet of St. Matthew's School, to quote the
memorial table now in St. John s Church, Burlingame. His body was brought back to Gam(Continued on page 10)
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The President's Column
The clamor of disputes
concerning the relation of
college education to de
mocracy involves Kenyon
in a vital way. The most
vociferous school holds
that colleges like Kenyon
which restrict their enroll
ment and the choice of
subjects defined as liberal
are aristocratic while those
that teach whatever any
body wants to learn and
are in large measure vo
cational are democratic.
These views of course
represent a serious abuse

GORDON K.
CHALMERS

of history and language. American democracy
is not the mere will or whim of the majority
but the will of the majority tempered by
justice, and if we are to continue as a demo
cracy the chief study of our young men must
be the tempering justice. This is the job of
colleges. It is a strict and exacting one. Rela
tively few studies bear upon it—the central
sciences, humanities, and social sciences which
belong in a liberal college. Without these
studies the understanding of justice at work,
justice which for example, is the theme of
the great supreme court decisions, fades.
Thus the liberal education of colleges like
Kenyon which set up requirements proves to
be the essential, on the thinking side, of the
continuance and development of American
Democracy.
This is the moral reason why Kenyon
right now is asking those of discernment and
responsibility to give it money to make a
good college better. The religious reason is
similar: to clarify and enlarge in the hearts
of generations of students the meaning for
them and for the middle of the twentieth
century of Christian love and service.
In the midst of this effort it is pleasant
to hear one of the Board of Higher Educa
tion of New York City, who is occupied,
perforce, with education in the mass, praise
the leadership of

the colleges. He is Mr.

Ordway Tead, who writes as follows in the
current Saturday Review of

Literature: "In

looking ahead there will undoubtedly be a
special virtue in colleges which remain small
not because they are 'aristocratic' or snobbish
but because education goes better when not
a mass operation. What we no doubt need
is a

multitude of

small institutions under

public auspices, rather than any enlargement
of present state universities."
All

this

is

true

because

college has done the job so well.

our

kind

of
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WYMAN W. PARKER WILL
SUCCEED MISS HICKIN AS
COLLEGE LIBRARIAN

DR. TRANSUE APPOINTED
VISITING PROFESSOR
IN MATHEMATICS

Miss Eleanor M. Hickin, for many years
able and efficient librarian of the College, de
sires to retire during the present academic
year. President Chalmers announced in De
cember the appointment of Wyman W. Parker,
formerly librarian of Middlebury College, as
her successor to take over the duties of li
brarian when Miss Hickin's retirement be
comes effective.
Mr. Parker, recently discharged from the
Navy as a Lieutenant Commander, came to
Gambier on January 1st. He graduated from
Middlebury in the class of 1934. He re
ceived a B.S. in Library Service at Columbia
the following year. In 1937 he was awarded
a Certificate in French at Institute de Parthe
non, Paris, and in 1939 his M.A. at Bread
Loaf School of English, Middlebury. As stu
dent and tutor he has travelled widely in the
British Isles and on the Continent. He is a
trustee of Sheldon Museum, Middlebury, and
has served as a Director of the Vermont His
torical Society.
Mr. Parker's career in the Navy began in
the Office of Naval Intelligence, Washington,
D. C. During 1942 and 1943 he was a
member of Admiral King's staff, handling
Japanese Intelligence in Washington. The
following year he was engaged in the same
work as a member of General MacArthur's
staff in Australia and New Guinea, and in
1944 and '45 was in charge of Intelligence
and Operations of the submarines of the 7th
Fleet operating in the South China Sea.
Library work engaged Mr. Parker from 1934
to 1941. He started as student assistant in
the Columbia School Library; then stack super
visor in the reference department of the New
York Public Library. In 1936 and 1937 he
served as acting librarian at Middlebury Col
lege and as librarian from 1938 to 1941.

President Chalmers has announced the ap
pointment of Dr. W. R. Transue as Visiting
Associate Professor of Mathematics. He comes
to Kenyon from a war-time assignment in
the ballistics research section of the ordinance
department of the War Department. Dr. and
Mrs. Transue arrived at the College in Octo
ber and took up their residence in Kokosing.
Professor Holbrook MacNeille, who has been
on leave of absence for confidential work in
connection with some of the scientific tasks
of the war, has been asked for by the Office of
Scientific Research and Development and has
been accorded a further leave of absence for
the academic year 1945-46.

Alumni Council Gives Green Light
to Development Program
(Continued from page

1)

The Trustees appointed a committee from
their membership to handle the Trustees' part
in the fund raising effort. This committee
is made up of Robert A. Weaver, '12, of
Cleveland, Chairman; Laurence H. Norton,
Hon. '44; Ernest C. Dcmpsey, '11; Walter
H. Brown, '06, with President Chalmers and
Robert B. Brown, 11, Secretary of the College,
as ex-officio members. Subsequently this com
mittee met and elected officers for the Kenyon
Development Program: William G. Mather,
honorary chairman; Robert A. Weaver, chair
man ; and Mr. Paul Hoffman, vice chairman.
In accordance with the instructions prepared
by the Executive Committee, the Kenyon De
velopment Program was to be submitted to

the Alumni Council and the Secretary of the
College was authorized to secure an office and
a small staff to carry forward the work of
the campaign. The office of the Kenyon De
velopment Program now occupies the north
west corner, on the main floor, of Ascension
Hall, and Mr. Mortimer Stetson, the Cam
paign Director, is in charge.
The Executive Committee of the Kenyon
Development Program, which is responsible
for planning and directing the fund raising
activities, now consists of: Robert A. Weaver,
'12, Chairman; Ernest C. Dempsey, '11; Wal
ter H. Brown, '06; Walter T. Collins, 03;
Edward R. Seese, '17; Don C. Wheaton, '13;
William F. Maag, Laurence H. Norton, Robert
B. Brown, '11; Fred H. Palmer, Jr., ex-officio,
President of the Alumni Association and Coun
cil, '22; Bishop Henry W. Hobson, Bishop
Beverley D. Tucker, President Chalmers and
Rev. William R. Kinder, D.D., '14, ex-officio,
President of the Bexley Alumni Association.
The Kenyon Development Program con
templates no change in the fundamental pur
poses and policies of the College. It is, how
ever, a blue-print whereby Kenyon can look
forward clearly to having the College retain
its position as one of the eminent small col
leges for men in the United States. The Pro
gram envisions the long-felt need for an in
crease in salaries for members of the faculty,
so that the academic standards will not suffer
by too frequent changes of instructional per
sonnel.
Another important phase of the college's
work that needs rejuvenation is the equip
ment necessary for good student work. In
the library and to a certain extent in the
science laboratories, worn and obsolete equip
ment must be replaced by apparatus modern
enough to keep students up to date in every
field of research.
The college library is admitted by all who
know it to be too small for the rapidly in
creasing number of books that are being ac-

(Continued, on page 6)
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JAMES F. LEE, JR., '26, son of the col
lege physician, Dr. Lee and Mrs. Lee, has
returned from Paris, having completed his
assignment there for the government and is
with the International News Service, Wash
ington, D. C. For many years Jim Lee was
connected with the Hearst interests on the
Pacific Coast. EARL D. BABST, '93, presi
dent of the American Sugar Refining Com
pany, spent several days on the Hill this
fall and visited
his old friend, RALPH
RINGWALT, '94, in Mt. Vernon. ARTHUR
PEABODY WEST, '38, was married on Sat
urday, November 3rd in Washington, D. C.,
to Miss Margery Weil of Washington.
MICHAEL L. CABOT, '30, principal of
Frances E. Willard School of Warren, Ohio,
was appointed in October to be principal of
Poland Union School at Poland. GEORGE I.
ZOLLINGER, '21, is assistant statistician for
Pennsylvania Central Airlines and has charge
of all operative statistics. His office is in
Washington, D. C. and he is living in
Alexandria.
FRANCIS E. ROGERS, '19, formerly of the
Ask Mr. Foster Service has opened an office
at 37 Riverside Drive, New York City as an
industrial consultant.
CLOYCE CHRISTOPHER, '26, principal
of the Washington School, Youngstown, took
part in the School and College Conference
at Kenyon in October.

Alumni Council Gives Green Light
to Development Program
(Continued from page 5)
quired through gifts and purchase.
Every alumnus can remember venerable
Rosse Hall, which served for decades as the
college chapel. Having housed the spiritual
needs of the college for many years, it was
requisitioned for physical education and re
quired, at the same time, to serve as the gen
eral assembly hall. For these dual purposes,
which make anything but a dignified combina
tion, it was a makeshift from the start. If
.we wonder why Kenyon teams do not make
better records, the inadequacy of Rosse Hall
may be one important answer.
After a careful study of the immediate
needs of the College, President Chalmers and
the Board of Trustees have determined upon
the following list of specific improvements as
the essential items in the Kenyon Develop
ment Program:
$1,000,000 for the maintenance of faculty
salaries on a level comparable to that of
similar institutions, $700,000 for construction
and maintenance of a new library, $300,000
for the construction and maintenance of a
new field house or gymnasium, $100,000 for
the restoration or equipment needs of Mcll-
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vaine House, Rosse Hall, the Music Depart
ment, the Aviation Department, the College
and Bexley chapels, and the College Infirm
ary, $20,000 for additional scientific apparatus,
$40,000 for the improvement of faculty houses
owned by the College.
To achieve this objective the campaign will
need the unqualified participation of every
alumnus and friend of the College. Put Ken
yon first
on your list of interests for 1946.
Additional information about the officers and
committees in your area will reach you
through your local alumni officers and direct
from the campaign office. You will thus be
kept fully informed of the progress of the
organization in which you will be proud to
have a part. Kenyon must go forward—
with a great tradition.

FR. MARTIN, '28, BEXLEY '30,
RESIGNS CALVARY CHURCH,
PHILADELPHIA, RECTORSHIP:
MAKES WAY FOR NEGRO SUCCESSOR
Calvary Church, "The Monument to Bishop
White," Philadelphia, Pa., has had two Kenyon
men as Rectors in the one hundred years of
its history. The first, The Reverend William
A. Grier, K. '97 and Bex. '00 was Rector from
1908 to 1910 and the second, The Reverend
John Quincy Martin, K. '28, Bex. '30 from
1936 to 1945. The Church which was erected
to be the LIVING MONUMENT of the
life and work of William White, first bishop
of Pennsylvania, the first
Bishop of the
English Succession in America, and a main
instrument in transplanting the Anglican
Episcopate to the United States, has had a
long and honorable history in the life of the
church in this country. The building is re
ported to be the first constructed in the pure
Gothic style of Architecture, was the first
to be constructed and dedicated under the
condition that all pews were to be forever
free. Thus began the work of the Free and
Open Church Assn. in this country, for in
those days all churches were supported by
the pew rent system and such a departure
was considered quite revolutionary and drew
considerable comment both praise and adverse
in the secular as well as the religious news
of the day. It is believed to be the only
church in the Consecration of which the en
tire House of Bishops participated and af
fixed their signatures to the Document of the
Occasion, such having been done out of re
spect to Bishop White who had long been
the Primate of the Church in America.
Calvary took the leadership in many move
ments of the past century, being the second
parish in the Diocese to institute an all male
vested choir, another very revolutionary de
velopment. Originally it was built on the
river front, where the Reading Freight Term
inal now stands, and for some years, what
has now developed into the Seaman's Church

Institute, was conducted from its buildings,
to which all manner of sea fearing men were
attracted by its imposing sight commanding
the entire port of Philadelphia. Among its
clergy was the Rev. Dr. Galladet, leader in
religious work among the deaf, and what is
now All Soul's Deaf Mute Mission in Phila
delphia, was originally a part of the parish
with representatives from the Deaf Mute
Congregation serving in due proportion on
the Vestry. Always a pioneer in loyalty to
the traditions of the church, all of her clergy
have in their day been outstanding champions
of the Catholic heritage of the church and
her services have been noted for their beauty
and detail of liturgy. An outpost of AngloCatholicism, she has constantly stood as a
witness to truths of Anglicanism in their full
ness, as over against the errors and schisms
of Rome on one side, and the shadows and
vagueness of the Protestant heresies on the
other.
Dedicated as it were to a ministry to the
poor and less fortunate people of the neigh
borhood, with the development of the rail
roads and the erection of the river front
yards, Calvary after being well established
found herself with no people about her and
under the leadership of the late Father
Hutchinson, the then Rector was moved stone
by stone and reerected in West Philadelphia,
which according to press accounts was no
mean engineering and architectural accom
plishment in that day.
With World War II the neighborhood
which had long been a substantial one was
suddenly invaded by the great influx of negro
population to the city and in a very short time
the entire parish was more than predomi
nantly peopled by negroes. Calvary could
have continued indefinitely in a shell min
istering to a few who for sentimental reasons
might have continued "faithful unto death,"
and then have had her buildings sold and
the sale therefrom and her endowments turned
over to Diocesan work in a new field,
but
this did not seem the answer to what many
believe to be the greatest problem facing our
nation, especially in our great cities, the
RACE PROBLEM. Fr. Martin, the Rector,
who was on leave of absence from the parish
as a Chaplain in the Navy was more con
scious of the great change resulting from
this "invasion" on his return on leave after
two years' absence, and having long been
convinced that one of the answers to the
RACIAL PROBLEM involving all minorities
is to give them every spiritual advantage and
development, contended that if the Episcopal
Church which claims to have a ministry to
all people, especially in this country, did not
evangelize this new population many of the
unstaple and emotional sects which are fertile
fields for communism and other subversive
isms would get them by natural gravitation.
(Continued on page 8)
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THE KENYON BASKETBALL
SQUAD GOES INTO
A NEW SEASON
By JIM RUSSELL, '46
In the heat of Rosse Hall, for the better
part of three hours every day for many
weeks, the 1946 Kenyon basketball team has
been taking shape under the able eye of
Coach Pat Pasini.
In the midst of reconversion from war
to peace, this amateur and of course not un
prejudiced observer thinks that the quintet
looks good. They are by no means the tallest
team in Kenyon history and are perhaps the
youngest college quintet playing today, but
if Pat has anything like the success he had
with his Case teams our opponents are in
for some tough competition.
Pat had only two weeks to look over his
players, but has made pretty definite choices
and unless the common basketball injury, a
sprained ankle, begins to plague him he should
have five good men on the floor.
The best
way to bring you up to date is to go down
a roster of the men at the different positions.
The Forwards—The forwards could give a
good account of themselves against even the
tallest opponents. They are Hank Roberts of
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, and Dick Bower from
Horace Mann School, New York City. Hank's
ball handling abilities prove him to be a
very acceptable man who can make a bucket
when it counts most. Bower's ability lies in
breaking through the defense to score. Chuck
Allen, a letter man on the football team and
on last year's quintet, is the most sensational
player making well-coordinated and oft-times
amazing shots. Ed Uyeki is a spunky little
player who fights for the ball as if he were
on the gridiron.
The Centers—Bud Hering, former Tiffin
High School center and star, is the only tall
man on the team. He seems to fly through
the basket with the ball. Paul Tjossem subs
for Bud and though he shows plenty of
promise is not ready to take the floor
full
time. Tom Whitney is a double threat man
taking either the center or a guard post, as
the occasion demands, and doing elegantly at
both.
The Guards—This position is a joy to de
scribe for the Lords currently have five guards.
The first two are Lane Wroth and John Park.
Wroth starred two years on the gridiron team
and was also on last year's basketball team.
Park has the ability of rousing the spirit in
the boys when the going gets tough. Ray
Grebey, George Kaulfuss and Hal Mallory
are not quite as adept ball handlers, but will
see plenty of action this season.
This is as far as I go except to remind
you that the quintet plays nineteen games,
of which sixteen are Ohio Conference tilts.
Don't expect them to win all of them!
(Continued on page 1 1 )

THURBER WRITES OF
OSU —KENYON FOOTBALL
OF LONG AGO

in a

jovial mood, full of

Madeira, turkey

and mince pie.
"The color scheme itself was worth driv
ing north to see: Pumpkins and corn and

Those Kenyon alumni who are well into,

dahlias, hedge apples and scarlet and gray

if not actually passing out of that stage of

banners and a big turkey cock dyed a deep

life dubiously referred to as "middle age"

purple. Perhaps it was this strutting mascot

will read the following quotation with fond

that

remembrance and not a little nostalgia.

the Kenyon game usually ended in a free-

Mr. James Thurber, native of Columbus,

for-all.
"The menfolks would climb out of

Ohio, eminent writer and cartoonist reminds
us of the "dear dead days beyond recall" in
an article in
Magazine.

He

a

recent Columbus Dispatch
writes

about

the

football

classic each year on Thanksgiving Day after
noon when Kenyon played OSU—and some

riled the Ohio State rooters. Anyway,

the

stands, or the surrey, or the auto, and swarm
onto the field,

yelling for Gambier

blood,

while the womenfolks stayed behind, throwing
hedge apples at everything purple that dared
show its head or wattles.
"I remember a fight

times won. At any rate it was a good show.

that broke out one

Thanksgiving twilight in the front vestibule

Says Mr. Thurber:

of

an

east-bound

Oak St. car,

between

a

"We are as far apart as the covered wagon

State rooter and a Kenyon fan. The motorman

and the Sherman tank, or Jim Mace and Joe

stopped the car (around Latta Ave., I be

Louis, or Cronwell Dixon and Major Boy-

lieve) and put the two men off.

ington. You see, when I was 12 years old,

" 'Gol dang it,' said the motorman, 'foot-

the great football event, the annual gridiron

hall fights

classic, was the final

Ave. People out East here have something

game of

the season

should be fought north of Buttles

between Ohio State and the powerful Kenyon

better to think about.' He didn't make clear

eleven.

what that was.

"The Ohio State-Kenyon game had to make

"In

pointing

for

the

Kenyon

game

in

up in color and side-show for what it lacked

those dear dull days, Ohio State faced such

in quality. It sometimes wasn't as good as

formidable opposition as Otterbein, Witten

the East-North game, particularly in the days

berg, Denison and Wooster. Why don t
those big Ohio State bullies take on colleges
their own size;' Aunt Abigail Schwartzbaugh
asked me once. 'They do,' I told her. 'They
take on Michigan once a year.' And they
did, too, although perhaps you would rather
discuss something more pleasant.

of

Fat Henry of

East and Tart Sapp of

North (ah, what a name was there, gents!).
The

Kenyon

classic

was

always

held

on

Thanksgiving Day. Everybody got in his surrey
or Thomas Flyer and drove to Ohio Field
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CHURCH FOUNDED BY PHILANDER CHASE REDEDICATED

the election of a negro priest of his choice
as Rector, with an immediate election of a
two thirds majority of colored men to the
vestry. With the happy cooperation of the
Bishop and the loyalty of the Vestry this was
done, and at present the parish is now pros
pering with large congregations, the nucleous
of which are the members of a colored chapel
where the Rector had ministered for a few
years previously, the very small number of
white parishioners still living in the neigh
borhood, and with three of the original
vestry still holding office. Thus what might
have become a center of unstaple activity by
numerous fly by night negro conventicles is
being most effectively evangelized by Holy
Church, and instead of a decadent or dead
congregation the Diocese has a flourishing
independent negro congregation.
This is doubtless being watched as "a
noble experiment" and both religious and
secular columnists have written on it. It is
not claimed to be the answer in every such
of the numerous cases of changing popula
tion facing the church today, but as its success
becomes more widely known and is found to
be soundly permanent it is believed that this
will prove one answer for many parishes fac
ing similar problems as well as for the state
and nation in answering great social changes.

IN THIS PLACE LABORED

BISHOP PHILANDER CHASE
YE WHO TREAD HIS FOOTPRINTS
REMEMBER HIS GLORY.

On November 4, 1945, the Right Reverend
William L. Essex, Bishop of Quincy, rededicated the Zion Church at Brimfield, Illinois,
which a century before had been founded
by Philander Chase. President Chalmers gave
the address.
The church is a few miles from Jubilee
College, also founded by Bishop Chase, and
Mr. Godfrey G. Luthy, a relative by mar
riage of the Radleys, who were associated
with Bishop Chase in Jubilee College, was
responsible for raising the money and direct
ing the rebuilding and the redecoration of
the church.
Thanks to Mr. Luthy's foresight and good
taste, Zion Church is now provided with
simple but handsome windows, the chief being

the Philander Chase window behind the altar.
At the rededication, three or four hundred
people assembled to do honor to Bishop Chase
and his work in Kenyon, Jubilee, Ohio, and
Illinois.

Recently both Father Grier and Fr. Martin
visited Calvary together and assisted at an
evening service of Solemn Evensong and Bene
diction participated in by a large congrega
tion which filled
the church, ninety-five per
cent of which were negroes.
As THE LIVING CHURCH, national
Episcopal weekly said in commenting edi
torially on this move, Calvary enters her
second century of life with the same ventursome spirit of doing Christ's work with which
she was founded and gives promise of continu
ing in such for all ages.

MAURY, 04, REPRESENTS THE
COLLEGE AT INAUGURATION OF
LAFAYETTE COLLEGE PRESIDENT
Matthew F. Maury, 1904, President of the
Philadelphia Kenyon Alumni Association, rep
resented Kenyon at the inauguration of Dr.

Fr. Martin Resigns
(Continued from fiage

6)

He further contended that the charter and en
dowments of the parish were established by
earlier generations for the ministering to the
people of the neighborhood and she could
not be loyal to this grand heritage unless
she made every effort to convert those living
within her shadows. To this end, he resub
mitted his resignation to the Vestry and urged

Ralph Cooper Hutchison as President of La
fayette College, Easton, Pennsylvania, on Octo
ber 27th.

While in Easton Mr. Maury was

the guest of Dean Hale, '05, and Mrs. Hale.
He had attended a few days before the one
hundredth

anniversary

United States Naval
of

which

founder.

his

celebration

of

the

Academy at Annapolis,

great-grandfather

was

the
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40 YEARS AS ACADEMY MASTER
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SCHOOL AND COLLEGE CONFERENCE MEETS IN GAMBIER, OCTOBER 27TH

Reprinted from THE ACADEMY SCHOLIUM
of the Episcopal Academy, Merion,
Pennsylvania
Mr. Doolittle, Senior Master of the Acad
emy, has been a member of the faculty for
forty years.
He was born in Gambier, Ohio, where he
attended Kenyon Military Academy and Kenyon

College.

At

college

he

demonstrated

his abilities by winning his football and base
ball letters, and by his being elected to Phi
Beta Kappa.

A member of the class of '94,

Mr. Doolittle was graduated with a Bachelor
of

Arts degree, and

began

teaching at

the

Holbrook School in Ossining, New York. Hewent

after

three years to Ogontz, Pennsyl

vania, where he became a master of Latin in
the Cheltenham Military Academy.
In

1905

Mr.

Doolittle

began

his

asso

ciation with Episcopal. Teaching Latin, Greek,
and Sacred Studies, over the years he has had
a strong influence on the school and has come
into intimate contact with most of
dents.

the stu

Always interested in nature and out

(Photo by Gilbert Roberts, Superintendent, Cuyahoga Falls High Schoool.
The School and College Conference met at

door life, Mr. Doolittle, with Mr. Libe Wash

the College on

burn,

last

for

years

ran

the Saguenay

Club

in

year

October

27th.

In

met

for

the Conference

April of
the first

ent, Gambier High School, Gambier; Robert
B.

Patin,

Assistant

Superintendent,

Shaker

Canada as a summer camp for boys, and in

time and organized here at Kenyon for the

Heights Schools, Shaker Heights; Gilbert Rob

1921

purpose of discussing periodically matters of

erts,

mutual

School,

he organized the Forestry Club at the

Academy.
Club'

He is still "busy with the Forestry

which has done so much to beautify

the grounds at Episcopal and which has such
a large membership.
Mr. Doolittle is a vestryman and licensed

interest

to

principals

and

superin

tendents or high schools and college faculty

in

Peirce

Cuyahoga

Principal,

Cuyahoga

Falls

High

E^.

Rupp,

Falls;

Allen

High

School,

Marietta

Marietta;

Russell Rupp, Principal, Shaker High School,

and administrators.
The Conference began
Saturday

Superintendent,

with

Hall

luncheon

and

on

continued

Shaker

Heights;

L.

P.

Stewart,

Principal,

Walnut Hills High School, Cincinnati; H. L.

lay reader at St. Paul's Church in Elkins Park,

through dinner on Sunday with discussions on

Sullivan,

and

Saturday afternoon and evening and Sunday

Schools, Marietta; Frank W. Tear, Principal,

he

often

leads

the

chapel

service

at

Superintendent,

Marietta

Public

The Rayen School, Youngstown; Lawrence E.

school.
Throughout his life he has endeavored to

morning.
The visitors

included:

Butterfield,

Vredevoe, Principal, Lakewood High School,

be, in his own words, "amicus et dux puero-

Principal, John

Adams High School, Cleve

Lakewood; Kenneth West, Principal, Mt. Ver

rum."

land; Cloyce A. Christopher, '29, Principal,

non High School, Mt. Vernon; J. B. Wood-

tribute to the fact that he has been most suc

Washington School, Youngstown; Arthur E.

side, Superintendent, Willoughby High School,

cessful

Claggett,

Willoughby.
Many members of the Kenyon faculty took

Those who know him will pay ready
with

the calling that

he has served

Alumni Secretary's Column
The campaign is emerging from its organi
chairmen secured and

have

High

School,

been

Shaw High School, East Cleveland; Paul H.

part in the discussions which were concerned

Fall, President, Hiram College, Hiram; N. G.

with such important matters as guidance in

Fawcett,

(Continued from page 1)
days. Committees

Oakwood

E.

Oakwood, Dayton; M. C. Dietrich, Principal,

for almost half a century.

zation

Principal,

E.

formed,

publicity material pre

pared and in the hands of the printer. The

'31,

Superintendent,

Bexley

Public

school

and

college, educational

changes

re

Schools, Bexley, Columbus; Robert L. Fleming,

sulting from the war, admission and scholar

Principal, South

ship requirements, the roll of school and col

John

O.

Fry,

High School, Youngstown;
Principal,

Hamilton

Senior

High School, Hamilton; J. D. Geiger, Super
intendent,

Mt.

Vernon

Public

Schools,

Mt.

lege in adult education, and curricula.
An important part of
discussion

between

the program was a

the visiting high school

way in which those responsible for the wel

Vernon; B. M. Hanna, Principal, Norwood

people and a group of

fare of

her

High School, Norwood; F. J. Mick, Principal,

the Alumni House lounge before dinner on

future have responded to the call to service

Steubenville High School, Steubenville; E. E.

has inspired us all to give the very best we

Morley, Principal, Heights High School, Cleve

Sunday.
The Conference

have to make this all-important drive a suc

land Heights; Harris Newman, Superintend-

provision for similar meetings in the future.

in the coming months and soon will be asked

of the College will be asked to do his utmost

and

to do their share to achieve the objective—

to provide Kenyon with its major needs.

the service men to the Hill. Plans will

Kenyon and those interested in

cess. The alumni will hear much about this

$2,160,000 over the three-year period.
The Kenyon Fund which has made such

At the meeting of the Alumni Council on
November

17th

the

president

and

secretary

the

return

of

Kenyon students in

adjourned

the

after

making

alumni—particularly

in late January. In the meantime it is hoped

splendid progress during the past four years

were empowered to appoint a commencement

that

and which has thus paved the way for this

and victory

country

will

larger effort is suspended for the period of
the Development Program, when every friend

execute the celebration in June. It is sure to

weekend

of

be a gala affair to mark the,end of the war

something no Kenyon man should miss.

reunion committee to plan

and

be

announced after the meeting of the committee
every

alumnus

of

the College in

this

plan now to be here for the
June 21st

to

24th. It

will

be
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MATRICULATION SERVICE
HELD ON FOUNDERS' DAY
As it has been for many years past, the
Matriculation Service was held in the College
Chapel on Founders' Day, November 1, 1945.
Because of the irregularity of entrance dur
ing the war years students have qualified for
matriculation throughout the year. While this
time-honored service was necessarily omitted
during one or two of the war years all stu
dents who have qualified and who were in
residence or could be present at the Matricu
lation Service in 1944 or 1945 have signed
the matriculation book, which contains the
signatures of many generations of Kenyon
students.

DRAMATIC CLUB PLAY
GIVEN DECEMBER 12-13
B y SANFORD C. LINDSF.Y, '49

Under the able direction of Dr. and Mrs.
Theologians with President Chalmers: (left to right) Bishop Tucker of Ohio; Bishop Wroth
of Erie; Bishop Keeler of Minnesota; President Chalmers; the Rev. Phil Porter, '12, Bexley,
'14; Bishop Hobson of Southern Ohio; the Rev. J. Francis Sant, '20, Bexley, '24; and Dean
Corwin Roach of the Seminary.

Alumni Council Meeting
(Continued from page 3)

the Kenyon men who had served during the
war and particularly as a memorial to those
who gave their lives.

"Jacobowski

and the Colonel," a play by Franze Werfel
and

S. N. Behrman.

The Speech Building
Polish patriots

caught in Paris during the fateful Nazi in
vasion of

(Continued from page 4)

1940.

The witty and resourceful

bier and was buried with that of his father and

Jacobowski was played by James Grudier. The

mother in the Rosse Hall graveyard.

robust interpretation by Herschial Welsh of

The rose

window depicts a youth running along a rocky

the Polish

beach toward the setting sun.

tenser moments of the drama with amusing

Above is the

Cross and below is the Holy Grail.

On one

side are the arms of the Brooke family and on
the other

those of

Kenyon College.

This

window symbolizes the latest stage in

the

family pioneering, when the young man gave

for the local associations and in the Council
who were truly representative, who are able
and loyal and willing to work.

blessed."

It was voted to recommend to the trustees
that the new field house be built in honor of

the Kenyon College Dramatic Club, presented
an entertaining performance of

which depicts the plight of

Brooke Memorial Windows

Committee appointments were discussed at
some length and Alan Goldsmith, speaking
for the alumni of the East, made a plea
for continuous turnover in committee member
ship and the utmost care in choosing men both

The balance of the meeting was given over
to reports from the Kenyon Development
Program led by Robert A. Weaver, Executive
Chairman; Harry W. Brown, consultant, and
President Chalmers. After general and pro
longed discussion it was voted that the mem
bers of the Council and every member indi
vidually would back the campaign to the limit
and work for it.

operation with the Play Production Class and

was the scene of this engaging social drama

Council and, (2) requesting the Board of
Trustees always to include an alumni trustee
on the Executive Committee of the Board of
Trustees.
Plans for the 1946 Commencement and
Victory Reunion were discussed and the Presi
dent of the Council and the Secretary were
empowered to appoint immediately the neces
sary committees on arrangements. This will
be an important event in the history of the
College, comparable with the Centennial cele
bration and every effort will be made to make
it one never to be forgotten.

John Black, the Speech Department, in co

his life in the fulfillment of the tradition of
spiritual sacrifice of three generations of men
beloved of God and men, whose memorial is

The windows were designed and executed
in the D'Ascenzo Studios in Philadelphia, which
also created the famous windows in Memorial
Chapel at

Valley Forge and

the clerestory

windows in St. Thomas' Church, New York
City.

They were designed after sketches made

by Mr. Jones and were presented to Kenyon
College at Commencement in June 1931 when
they were unveiled by Miss Frances Key Brooke
Jones, great

grand-daughter,

grand-daughter

and niece of the three men commemorated.

Colonel" Stjerbinsky relieved the

petulancy. The smooth acting of Bernhardt
Sledge gave a warmly human characterization
to the patriotic Frenchwoman, Marianne.
The very successful supporting cast included:
Agnes Camp as Madame Bouffier, Tom Ryan,
49, as The Chauffeur; George Labalme, '49,
as The Brigadier; Joan Russell as The Young
Girl; Robert Golden, '48; Howard Stafford,
48; Shirley Leopold, John McFeely, '49
(whose portrayal of a drunk was a highlight
in the saloon scene) ; Mary Thornton, Rich
ard Bower, '49; William Solomon, '49; James
Packard, '49; James Hansen, "48; R. G. Ruffie, 49; Ira Eliasoph, '49; Richard Taggart,
'48; John Hartman, '48; Jack Hart, '49, and
John Nesbet, '49.
The entire cast did an excellent job in
putting over the many skillful remarks and
rejoinders which enliven the script. The time
liness of the play in dealing with racial prob
lems was well brought out in this sympa
thetic presentation which was well received
by the appreciative audience which saw it
during the two-night stand.
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DAVE BOWMAN DOES IT AGAIN
Dave Bowman, 14, of the staff of The
Cincinnati Times-Star, is doing a great job at
bringing up to date some of the musty his
tory of Ohio. He contributed a double-page
spread with text and illustrations to The Co
lumbus Dispatch Magazine for Sunday, De
cember 9, on "Ohio's Forgotten Colleges."
The intimate knowledge that Dave displayed
about some of the by-gone "female semi
naries" in the state remind the reader of the
stories grandma used to tell. Dave's article
includes a few men's colleges and mentions
Kenyon as the Alma Mater of President Ruth
erford B. Hayes.
Dave is best known for his interesting "Path
way of Progress," published by the American
Book Company in 1943, which has been read
with enjoyment by many Kenyon men.
After the meeting of the Alumni Council
during Homecoming on November 17, Dave's
mellifluous tenor was raised in praise of that
lusty king of England who carried on a high
romance with the amorous queen of Spain.
He was ably accompanied by a Dartmouth
man who knew the old ballad.
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With the Men In the Service

ARTHUR L. SIDNELL, '21, has been dis
charged from military service and has resumed
the practice of law in Akron. LT. JOHN A.
SILVER, '40, wrote late in the year from
Leyte that he was serving as American
Labor Control Officer and was anxiously
awaiting his return to the United States.
ENSIGN W. F. McMURRAY, '43, is in
Bayonne, New Jersey, working on torpedo
nets, and is still convalescing from wounds
received in the Pacific. Bill and Mrs. McMurry will probably settle somewhere in New
Jersey when he is finally discharged from the
Navy.

ROBERT FROST, POET,
BECOMES KENYON LL.D.
Robert Lee Frost, American poet and four
times Pulitizer Prize winner, was awarded
the degree of LL.D. at special convocation held
in the Speech Building on October 20th. Dr.
Frost had been invited to receive the degree
at the commencement exercises on May 12,
1945, but was prevented from being present
by illness. He is well known to the Kenyon
community, not only by his poems but as a
friend, having spent many weeks at the College
as teacher and advisor during the past few
years.
Dr. Frost has been similarly honored by
many other colleges in this country and in
Canada.

The D.K.E. boulder and tablet in the woods
immediately north of the present D.K.E. lodge
mark the spot on which stood the first fraternity
lodge in America.
On a bronze plate affixed to the stone ap
pears a replica of the cabin which served the
Dekes as a meeting place or many years, with
the inscription—
"1854 - 1924
On this spot was erected
the first

fraternity lodge in America"

The photograph was made for the Bulletin by
Arthur M. Cox, Jr., '42.

Kenyon Basketball Squad
(Continued from page 7)
The roof of ivy mantled Rosse Hall seems
to have fallen upon the hapless Lords basket
ball team. Fighting hard and gamefully against
the odds of age and experience the bucket
boys lost their first
three games to Mount
Union, 75-42; Wooster, 71-26, and to Ohio
Wesleyan, 98-38. With sixteen games left
to play and a vacation to rest up in the Lords
should come back to the Hill refreshed and
ready to work hard for a few victories.
MISCELLANY
The football team had its toughest season
in many a year. Though losing all their games
they scored two moral triumphs over teams
considered Ohio's best. Unfortunately moral
triumphs do not go on the books as wins.

LT. COMDR. FRANK M. LINDSAY, Jr.,
'33, has been discharged from the Navy and
is back at his old home in Decatur, Illinois.
BUD CLESS, '40, who returned for Home
coming, reminded us that his was one of the
very early Kenyon enlistments—September,
1940. Others who enlisted about that time
were BOB HENRY, '40, CARL WEI ANT,
'37, BOB GRAY, 40, JOHN CHANDLER,
'39^ CARROLL PROSSER, '40, ALFRED
HARRIS, '40, GEORGE McNARY, '40, BILL
SKINNER. '41, HOWARD ADAMS, '39,
CECIL DURBIN, '38 and SID WATTS '41.
Of that group three will not return: CARL
WEIANT, ALFRED HARRIS and BILL
SKINNER.
Some of the others are already discharged:
WALTER N. ELDER, '46, was discharged

*

from the Air Corps early in the fall and is
serving the college as assistant in English
and assistant in the Department of Admis
sions. Walter was a bombardier navigator on
an A-26. The announcement has recently been
received of the engagement of Miss Margaret
Louise Li Hard to FREDERICK WILLIAM
DOEPKE, '38. Fred served for three and a
half years with the Army Air Forces and was
recently discharged.
M/SGT. ROBERT S.
WUERDEMAN, '38, was last reported sta
tioned somewhere in the Philippines. LT.
JOSIAH W. BILL, USMC, '42, was married
on October 28th at Greenwich, Connecticut,
to Miss Elizabeth Phelps Barnum. Lt. Bill
enlisted in the Marine Corps in November,
1941 and for the last two years served
aboard the U. S. S. SOUTH DAKOTA in the
Pacific.
News from SGT. JOHN ADAIR, '34, in
October was that he had been married while
stationed in France, that he and his wife are
living in Marseilles and that he is expecting
a discharge soon. MAJOR C. NEFF, '36, who
enlisted in the Army well before Pearl Harbor
as a private in the 107th Cavalry, of Cleve
land, ended up as assistant head of G-2, of
the famous 83rd Infantry Division. He was
author of the brochure "Thunderbolt across
Europe," a graphic description of the 83rd's
victory drive. He wears the pre-Pearl Harbor
Ribbon, the Bronze Star decoration with one
Oak Leaf and the European Battlefront deco
ration with five battle stars. He has been dis
charged and is living in Cleveland. LT. "DOC"
TRUITT, '42, spent several days on the Hill
in October while on terminal leave from the
Navy. CAPTAIN DON McNEILL, '40,
of the Marine Corps, also stopped in at the
College while on terminal leave from the
Marines.
LT. BRUCE BOTHWELL, '42, recently dis
charged from the Navy was living tempo
rarily in Mt. Vernon in the fall with Mrs.
Bothwell and the baby and returned to college
in January. LT. DAVID U. McDOWELL, '40,
is serving on the faculty of the University
Study Center of the University Training Com
mand, Florence, Italy, as an instructor in
English. LT. JOHN W. BINGHAM, '37, of
the Coast Guard was discharged on Novem
ber 8th and gives as his present address,
Frankfort, Michigan. LT. CHARLES N.
BAKLF.Y, '41, of Erie, Pennsylvania, was
awarded the Bronze Star Medal for out
standing service in December. The medal
was presented at the Puget Sound Navy
Yard in Bremerton, Washington, by Com
mander Kelly, of the destroyer aboard which
Lt. Bakley is Executive Officer. Accompany
ing the Bronze Star Medal was a citation
signed by Rear Admiral W. H. P. Blandy.
(Continued on page 1 2 )
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With the Men in the Service
(Continued from page 11)
ENS. EDWARD SEATON, '44, is still in
the Navy but managed to arrive in the States
five

days

daughter,

before
Susan

the
Joan

birth

of

Seaton,

his
at

infant

Rockford,

Illinois, and spent ten days with Mrs. Seaton
and the new baby. ROBERT B. PENNING
TON, Jr., '44, recently discharged from the
Navy

Air

Corps,

was married
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recently

to

Miss Ann Phillips, of Cleveland. COLONEL
CECIL DURBIN, '38, was married in Chi
cago on November 10th to Miss Nella DeKoker. Colonel Durbin, a B-28 pilot, returned
early in November after a year in the South

I have been negligent in answering your
last letter and thanking you for checking
with Dr. Ashford on my French credits, but
a furlough to Palestine and much work inter
vened—still no excuse!
Please accept the enclosed money order as
my donation to the 1945 Kenyon Fund. I
would like to make it more, but my next
promotion was submitted too late to come
through this month and the Army pay scale
is none too lucrative to begin with.
No news on my return to Kenyon except
that the service forces don't like the point
system, but then that's not news. However,
you may be assured of hearing from me soon
after I don the well desired sport clothes.
(T/5) Had Millikin, '44

LT. COL. JOHN C. DRAKE, '24
RETURNS WITH BRONZE STAR

Pacific and was to report on December 4th
at McDill Field, Tampa, Florida, where he
and Mrs. Durbin will reside. ENSIGN JAMES
HIGBY GRAVES, USNR, '46, was married
on October

12th

at

the

Naval

Chapel at

Treasure Island, San Francisco, to Miss Ellen
Frazier, of Carey, Ohio. Ensign Graves re
ceived his commission at Cornell in January,
1945 and until V-J Day was assistant beach
master on

the

U. S. S.

LOWNDES and

later was assigned to the U. S. S. COMET.
FRED S.

WITTICH,

'46, quartermaster,

3rd class, USNR, welcomed V-J Day a few
miles off the Japanese Coast aboard the light
cruiser, U. S. S. DULUTH in Tokyo Bay.
He wears the

American and

Asiatic-Pacific

campaign ribbons with two battle stars.

CPL.

GEORGE B. FOSTER, '43, has been

dis

charged from the Army and is now passenger
agent for the United Air Lines in Chicago.
LT. MURRAY SMITH, '44, of the 1st Bat
talion, Manchester Regiment (British Army)
was married at St. Stephens Church, Lindley,
Huddersfield, England, on October 16th

to

Tonight I ran into Tom Octigan down
town (New York) and as a result for the
remainder of the evening I've been reminisc
ing a good deal about the good old days
at school and how I wish to hell I were
back there. He and I talked over things for
a little while and unfortunately we had to
break it up because he had a date that
needed attending to. However, the damage
had been done and rather than spend the rest
of the night studying, as I should be doing,
I've spent it daydreaming about Kenyon. Not
an unpleasant avocation at all. It has me so
nostalgic, Dean Brown, that I have to write
to you just to find out how Kenyon is mak
ing out. Really it's a rather deplorable state
of affairs this wishing for something that's
past and can never be regained. The thing
that keeps bothering me most is the know
ledge that had times been normal I would
have only graduated from Kenyon three or
four months ago. That hurts.
As for myself. I'm still grinding things
out and not enjoying myself too much doing
it. I'm about the middle of the third year now
and there are only about twelve months or so
left between me and an M.D.
(A/S) Bob Knapp, '45

Miss Mary Beardsell.
LT. HERMAN T. TAUSIG, '43, after a
varied career in the Field Service and later
in the Army Air Corps, writes from his home
in Pennsylvania and it is presumed that he
has been discharged and is again a civilian.
LT. WILLIAM S. HAZARD, '39, of Grand
Rapids, at last

reports

was assigned as a

member of the staff and faculty of the Field
Artillery

School,

Fort

Sill,

Oklahoma.

Lt.

Hazard is a veteran of service in Alaska.
On Saturday, October 20th, in the first
Baptist Church in Laredo, Texas, CAPTAIN
GEORGE THACHER McNARY, '40, was
married to Miss Myrlee Doris Wright.

We have found Kawasaki. Dick Marsh,
('27), and I were out to visit him last Tues
day. Now don't get the idea I am a Jap
lover but I believe Mori Kawasaki ('29) has
remained more American than Jap. Both Mori
and his brother (Daijiro Kawasaki, '29) were
put in jail for being Pro U. S., however,
stayed for only a short time. They moved
to the mountains and came down to Tokyo
to transact such business as there was.
We visited Mori at his undamaged home.
He was very lucky since at least 65% of
this place is bombed and burned out. It is
purely modern American except for a Jap
guest house. Our talk centered about Old
Kenyon and the good times and good friends

Lt. Col. John C. Drake, of Mount Vernon,
formerly
years

college

friend

of

physician,
college

and

for

students,

many

returned

in December after having served the Army
Medical Corps since July, 1942.
Colonel Drake was recently awarded

the

Bronze Star Medal, "for meritorious achieve
ment

at

Calasiao,

Pangasinan,

Philippines,

from Jan. 22, 1945 to March 23, 1945, in
direct support of

combat operations against

the enemy."
Colonel Drake has been discharged from
the Army and has resumed his practice in
Mount Vernon.

there. Mori brought out several copies of
"Hika" from 1938 and 1939, well worn
but interesting (Before I forget it, wish
you would send me a late copy of the Bulle
tin air mail). From Kenyon we turned to
politics. He believes we should manage with
a very firm hand. I would like to tell you
more of our discussions, however time pre
vents recording the story now. The next topic
that came up was the great American game
of poker so six of us sat down to a game
(two other U. S. officers and a Jap doctor
had arrived). We played for about five hours
and took Mori and one of the other officers
for about 200 yen each.
I expect to leave here about 1 January '46
and plan to move to Florida to go into the
insurance and real estate business.
(Major) Bill Overbeck, '33
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So much that I find
here at Cambridge
reminds me of Kenyon and life there, that I
wanted to write and let you know how the
war's happily sudden demise left things over
here.
Last July I made application to a part of
the army education program that allowed one
to attend civilian universities. Never thought
too much about it until about three weeks
ago when I learned that I was on orders
to come here to Cambridge to study whatever
I pleased for one term, eight weeks, I cer
tainly was delighted as I figure
I am good
for at least six more months of occupation
and something like this would put a very
pleasant dent in it. So I came on here from
Germany and donned the robe of the stu
dent about a week ago. It was quite a trip,
consuming six days counting necessary lay
overs in Paris, Etretat, and London. An en
joyable trip it was, too, as I came over last
winter when there was not too much time
for sightseeing and going from a boat in
Scotland to a boat in Southhampton took
just one day. So among other things, this
special duty has given me the chance to see
England rather at leisure, something that I
would never have had otherwise.
There are about one hundred and fifty of
us American service men here at Cambridge
taking everything from Moral Philosophy to
Geography. I decided to see what they had
in Law as it ought to make a good basis
for comparison when I start the same study
at home. And they have a very excellent law
course here that is giving me an insight
into a lot of things that have always seemed
a little foggy. In two subjects, Tort and
Contracts, I am taking the same subject mat
ter from three different instructors. One is a
lecturer, another gives you background, and
the third concerns himself with discussion of
what the other two have to say. It is quite
a thorough treatment.
But school here is a much more loose
thing than it is at home. Many students
make it a point of not going to lectures.
(Although why they do not confine their
curiousity to research in their own public
libraries and save the tuition is quite be
yond me). There is a great deal of intel
lectual life here and it is possible to keep
yourself amused and instructed at all times.
And Cambridge is as beautiful a town and
college as I have ever had the pleasure to
see. I saw Oxford last weekend and it can't
compare in real natural beauty.
But I long for the quiet simplicity of
Kenyon where you do not need a signed
pass to use the library and where there is
no "w" in half. Please give my best to Mrs.
Brown, President Chalmers, and all of the
other nice people who make Kenyon a smaller
but an ever so much nicer place.
(Lt.) Sam Fitzsimmons, '43
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Well, a few of us Nisei boys were as
signed to this station hospital (Berlin) and
were given various tasks and I was stuck
into the job of night charge of quarters at
the sergeant major's office. There isn't any
skill needed to handle this work and it
affords much time of your own. Therefore,
I am studying few college subjects through
the Armed Forces Institute self-teaching
books. The books are very good and one can
learn just as if he were being taught by a
professor.
The hospital is situated in quite a good
spot where there are yet many buildings
standing and the amount of destruction not
too bad. It is not a large hospital but a
good sized one where everything is woirking
smoothly. Our home is a large building
with rooms like a hotel. There are recreation
rooms, a library, chapel, postoffice, and so
forth. The chow here isn't too bad except
that very little fresh fruits and vegetables
are served. I guess all Army chow is pretty
much the same.
There are many Red Cross clubs here in
Berlin and all of them are filled every night.
Only after I came overseas did I realize
what a help the Red Cross actually is to the
G. I. I don't think that we could get along
without them. Nearby our post is a coke bar
where cokes and ice cream are served.
I suppose that you have read about the
hlackmarket in Berlin or you may have heard
of it. It used to be rather bad but at the
present, it has slowed down because of the
increased pressure of the M. P.'s and the
C. I. D. A pack of cigarettes sells at 12
dollars and a bar of candy at 6 dollars.
(Pvt.) John Oda, '47
It was a real pleasure to receive the
"Alumni Bulletin" not only for the news
it contained, but for the fact that it brought
back many fine memories of the year I spent
on your campus.
I originally arrived at this base in May for
duty with the Pacific-bound 27th Mobile
Weather Squadron. However, we were within
one day of departing when our orders were
cancelled and the majority of the weather
men returned to the domestic regions. Our
mobile units were complete weather stations
on four wheels and they were capable of
going most any place.
Having a great desire to get near "Yankee
territory," I volunteered to return to the
weather station at this base for it is about
the most northern spot in the 4th region. And
now the restless wait for my discharge on
the basis of three years in the service.
My year at Kenyon was wonderful and I
shall never forget those happy days. In all
ways it was a perfect life—but the courses'
were rough at times.
(Cpl.) Charles D. Lee, (Pre-Met)
(Continued on page 14)

S-SGT. ANDREW BLIVEN, '43,
OFFICIALLY REPORTED LOST
As reported in the November, 1944 Bulle
tin, S/Sgt. Andrew W. Bliven, '43, a tail
gunner assigned to the 97th Bomber Group,
was reported missing in action over Ger
many. No further word was received from
the War Department until December, 1945,
when his parents were officially informed
that Andy was lost on September 13, 1944,
during an aerial attack on Blechhammer,
Germany.
Andy Bliven entered Kenyon from Erie,
Pa., where his family reside, in September,
1940, enlisted in the E. R. C. and was called
to active duty on March 31, 1943, when a
senior in College. He was a member of Psi
Upsilon.
Mr. Bliven says, "I wish my power of ex
pression might indicate to Kenyon how
much Andrew acquired (there) in friendships,
love for other persons, high regard for the
faculty and affection for his fraternity.
The Soldier's Medal, the Air Medal and
the one Oak Leaf Cluster were awarded
posthumously according to the following let
ter from the War Department to Mr. Bliven:
"I have the honor to inform you that, by
direction of the President, the Soldier's
Medal, the Air Medal and one Oak-Leaf
Cluster, representing one additional award of
the Air Medal, have been posthumously
awarded to your son, Staff Sergeant, then
Sergeant, Andrew W. Bliven, Air Corps. The
citations are as follows:
"For heroism at great risk of life. On
7 July, 1944, Sergeant Bliven was waist
gunner on a B-17 type aircraft participat
ing in an attack on oil storage and re
finery facilities in Germany. He gallantly
jeopardized his own life in a successful
effort to save one of his comrades who
had lost consciousness when the oxygen
mask had been torn from his face. With
complete disregard for his own life, he
risked dismemberment or decapitation by
leaning through the partially open entrance
to the ball turret in order to replace the
oxygen mask on the face of the uncon
scious gunner. The crew member's life
was saved by this brave and efficient action.
By his courage, skill and devotion to duty,
he has upheld the highest traditions of the
Military Service, thereby reflecting great
credit upon himself and the Armed Forces
of the United States of America.'
AIR MEDAL AND ONE OAK-ITAF
CLUSTER
"For meritorious achievement in aerial
flight while participating in sustained opera
tional activities against the enemy between
the dates of 14 June, 1944 to 19 July,
1944 and 22 July, 1944 to 27 August,
1944'."
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Letters from Service Men
(Continued from page 13)
I have moved to Tokyo from Saipan since
I wrote you. I went through Manila and
spent the day with Bill Lewis and we na
turally started talking about all the boys
we have met or heard about. He is really
living in style now, with one of the best
looking officer's club I have ever seen and
bowling alleys and just about all the other
things that one would want overseas.
I have been in Tokyo once since I have
been here. It really is quite a town even if
it has been bombed all over—the main part
of the town wasn't touched as the imperial
Palace is in the middle of the downtown
area. Yokohama is just about gone as the
place had many factories around and military
installations. There is one stretch of the main
road that lasts for at least four miles of ruin.
I am down at Atsugi Air Strip which is
about 37 miles from Tokyo. The road in
there is really rough and it takes about two
hours to drive in. The roads are just about
wide enough to get two jeeps by each other
with ease, but in a pinch two trucks can
pass ok.
I sure can't wait to get back and see the
old school again, but I don't know when I
will have enough years in the army to get
out.
(Lt.) Robert F. Sangdahl, '45
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the services will tell you. Cambridge is about
as nice a place as a person could spend his
days. If I had my choice, I think that I would
elect to take up the study of law here. But
I am not going to be given that option so
I am afraid that my experience here will
end in about two more weeks and I shall
have to go back to Germany and things not
quite so high-minded.
(Lt.) Sam Fitzsimmons, '43

SGT. HOWARD W. DAVIS, '40
STILL REPORTED MISSING
S/Sgt. Howard W. Davis, Jr., '40, was
reported missing in action on September 1,
1944, after a bombing mission over Davao,
Mundanio, Philippine Islands. He had been
in the South Pacific nearly three years, hav
ing flown
the Pacific from Pearl Harbor
to Australia. Howard was a bombardier on a
B-24 on his last mission and a member of
the squadron recently discharged has re
ported to his father that he had witnessed
Howard's plane being hit and that it had
exploded at about 10,500 feet. He expressed
grave doubt as to whether any of the eleven
members of the crew survived.

Now that the Japs have tossed in the
sponge I can tell you more about the situation
here and its possible effect on my future
plans on "When I'll get back to Kenyon"
but let's begin at the beginning. I'm now
stationed in Kunming here at Headquarters.
The last year and a half (up until three
weeks ago) I spent the majority of my time
tramping the trails all over the Province
of Yunnan and Northern Burma. I fully
expected to be on my way home about this
time, but our Hqr's is moving east to Nan
king and Shanghai and because they say
they need me down there I guess I'll be going
too in a week or so. I'm afraid I'll spend
my third Christmas over here, home by
February and back on the Hill a year from
now. Sounds like a long time, doesn't it,
but I want to be sure you're counting on me.
(Capt.) R. D. Ashman, '46

Things have been just as wonderful as I
had hoped that they would be here at Cam
bridge, (England). The academic life gets
pretty much taken for granted when you
have it to enjoy for quite a. while as a matter
of course. But when you get away from it and
have things a little worse for awhile, it
seems like a pretty marvelous way to live
when you come back to it. I am sure that is
what the men returning to Kenyon from

Lt. (jg) Robert W. Taylor, '44, USNR, of
Englewood, N. J., enters the cockpit of a tor
pedo-bomber on the carrier U.S.S. NEHENTA
BAY, operating in the Pacific. He has re
cently returned to the U. S. after serving 18
months with Composite Squadron Eight. Lt.
Taylor was married on October 20th, to Miss
Christine Marie Dobbins, at Chapel Hill, N.
C., where her father is professor of chemistry.

LT. JAMES G. JENKINS, '41
RECEIVES CITATION
At a division parade held early in the
Fall on Guam, Lt. James G. Jenkins, USMCR,
'41, was awarded the following citation:
The Commanding General, 3rd Marine
Division, Fleet Marine Force, takes pleasure
in commending First Lieutenant James G.
Jenkins, United States Marine Corps Re
serve, for Meritorious Service as set forth
in the following:

Lt. Alfred L. Lyman, '30, USNR, St. Louisi
Mo., who assumed the duties of air combat in
telligence officer for a carrier during the op
eration off Okinawa and arrived in time to
dodge attacking Japanese aircraft on June 7.
This climaxed three years of Navy duty for
Lt. Lymann, whose duty took him from Rhode
Island to Pearl Harbor and from Trinidad to
Okinawa. For 12 years before entering the
Navy Lt. Lyman was employed by the General
Electric Co.

"For meritorious service while serving
with a Marine artillery battalion on IWO
JIMA, VOLCANO ISLANDS, from 25 Feb
ruary to 2 March, 1945. Acting as an ar
tillery forward observer throughout this period,
despite heavy enemy fire,
First Lieutenant
JENKINS directed artillery fire
on enemy
positions in a most outstanding manner. Al
though exposed to enemy mortar and small
arms fire, he constantly sought positions that
would afford better observation for adjusting
his fire on the enemy. His actions throughout
were in keeping with the highest traditions
of the United States Naval Service."
/si G. B. ERSKINE
Major General, U. S. Marine Corps,
Commanding
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Captain Robert G. Aho, '39

Major (Chaplain) Harry M. Kellam, '12, Bex. '14

Lieutenant John I. Albach, '41

Lieutenant Harry Robert Kerr, '43

Lieutenant Gene W. Benseman, '43

Captain LeRoy A. Listug, Jr., '41

S/Sgt. Andrew W. Bliven, '44

Lieutenant A. Allen McDonald, '43

Lieutenant Robert B. Brown, Jr., '40

Sergeant Roemer Mclntyre, Jr., '47

Captain Walter Brown, Jr., '43

Lieutenant William H. Morgan, '37

Lieutenant James B. Clark, '40

Lieutenant Edward P. Poynter, '44

Fl. Officer E. John Cobbey, '46

Pfc. James J. Searcy, III, '46

Captain Brown Atkin Craig, '42

Sergeant William A. Skinner, '41

Captain Alfred Day, Jr., '18

Sergeant Thomas H. Snyder, PM-'46

Ensign Edwin B. Early, '44

Lieutenant Robert Sonenheld, '39

Lieutenant Robert G. Easton, '42

Pfc. Roman T. Stelmore, Jr., '45

Lieutenant John William Elliott, '39

Private Alan B. Stewart, '45

SoM 3/c Joseph Lloyd Hall, '48

Lieutenant James F. Toy, III, '45

Sk 1/c Robert N. Hannaford, '37

Lieutenant James T. Watson, '40

S/Sgt. Alfred S. Harris, Jr., '40

Ensign Carl A. Weiant, Jr., '37

Lieutenant Charles H. Hyde, Jr., '42

Captain John O. Whitaker, '40

Lieutenant Jenkin R. Jones, '36

Lieutenant Charles W. Wilder, Jr., '38
Lieutenant William R. Wright, '42

MISSING
Lieutenant Hal Ira Grace, '43

S/Sgt. Howard W. Davis, Jr., '40
Lieutenant Charles A. McDonald, '44
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